Arab nationalism and Ruhollah

The Baathist dream of mystical competing versions of modernity: everything. The shah was That was the year that changed between the two countries. But later, we still live with the consequences.

Four decades civiliains died.

Iraqi troops cross the border into Iran.

SUMMARY

On Sept. 22, 1980, Iraq attacked Iran, launching a brutal war that would drag on for eight years. The immediate trigger was Saddam Hussein’s fear that the 1979 Iranian revolution would be exported to Iraq. In 1983, the land war was escalated into what became known as the Iran-Iraq War.

When Iran began attacking ships bound to or from Iranian ports, Iraq responded, attacking tankers from neutral countries and raiding the US Navy to introduce a cease-fire system to protect shipping. The conflict ended in 1988, when Iraq reconquered the land it lost and the war had cost the lives of up to 1 million people.

The Iraqi attacks on Iranian ships struck back at 2

Iran-Iraq war: An attritional stalemate
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